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About This Game

Bomsy is a fast, aim-based, multiplayer arena brawler with destructible maps. Take out your opponents by launching bombs in
their direction, breaking the ground from under them, or pushing them off the edge! Go after your enemies right off the bat or
dig around and hoard upgrades before you decide to engage. The map is your playground; swing off blocks, blast jump to high
ground, or quickly roll to safety. With so many ways to get around, Bomsy is made to feel smooth, responsive, and rewarding.

Round up your friends and start playing in the bright and colourful world of Bomsy!

FEATURES

7 different maps, each with unique level mechanics!

70+ block layouts!
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Lots of items and per-round upgrades!

6 player local multiplayer!

6 player online multiplayer!

Play against bots! (available in local play only and in certain game modes)

Create online lobbies just for you and your friends or join public games!

Tons of skins to unlock! (gift boxes containing skins are dropped at random by destroying blocks in game)

Multiple game modes!

Customize your matches! Control item counts, round time, rounds to win, comeback, etc.

Join our Discord
Chat with other players and set up matches! Join here: http://discordapp.com/invite/vUv8Qde

*Bomsy is best played with a controller.
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Title: Bomsy
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
SUPERMEGAQUEST INC.
Publisher:
SUPERMEGAQUEST INC.
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1+, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Core i5, AMD Ryzen 3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 480+, Radeon HD 7900+

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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bomsystem gymnastik. bomsy junior. bomsy steam. bom symbols. bomsymbols noun project. bomsy trailer. body events. bomsy
studio. bom sydney radar

I do not recommend this game because it costs money and the game ends Quickly about 3 hours of gameplay and once you get
the torch you pretty much won the game.. First off Do Not Buy the first game. Buy this 1 it comes with the first game and
basicaly adds an exspanssion to the first game. This game comes with the full first game. That said this game was a fun game for
$20 however I bought the first game and played it first was quite dissapointed to find out this game has both 1 and 2.. Although
somewhat very similar to Tasty Planet, I very do recommend this game to others and to friends who prefer games where you can
eat and munch your way to the planet's core and destroy everything in your natural path. It's like the circle of life, but it has
everything edible in it, and has no end. 8/10. Will make bad choice again. 100%. Buy when discounted and give it to your kids
as an introduction to action-RPG's. Finished in three hours with no replay value.. the games is not really interesting...but this is a
launcher anyway.... This dlc adds a lot of loot for your heroes (33 new items).
Do you really need all that loot? No. It Isn't a game changer in any way.

But if you play the game a lot it gives your heroes more diversity and that's always a nice thing in this kind of games.. Well, i
like this Game, after i watched a lets play of it i waited for it to be on sale and bought it. Its a good creepy asian Game and the
plot isnt that bad either, i like the other Ghosts Storys and i like the secrets. Buuuut... well yeah, the Janitor...hes annoying as
hell and he isnt even scary.
I played Alien:Isolation and this was scary, everytime when the Alien looked for me, i lost my sh... chair, but the Janitor in
Whiteday is just boring, annoying and really dumb. The Game is like "Run from the Janitor Simulator" its more of a hide and
seek game, the Ghosts somehow seems irrelevant. I think he was just made to be a Story blocker. But well, theres other things i
didnt like as well, for exemple:
Its really short.
Its weird that almost every Ghost is a woman, some dead dudes werent that bad.
There was no interesting Character.
And some reactions of the Characters were incomprehensible.
So, i would recommend this Game, but just on sale.
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Really fun. A horror game that has solid gameplay. High-flying, sky-diving, barrel-rolling fun for the whole family. Plane and
simple.. Horribly made.
Cutscenes didn't work, subtitles didn't work, it lagged like a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, camera angles took up to 7
seconds to change perspective, clues didn't work and the controls were just so bad.
It's a shame really because I seriously dig the artstyle of this game.. Good time waster if bored and like very basic math..
Awesome idea for a asteroids-style shooter. Fun for a few solid hours of EDM blasting!. Idk I bought this game for 0.50$.Dont
even trip about it. This game can give a lot of hours of playtime. The controls work good with the touch controllers.
Seems grindy.. 10\/10 would totally recommend. Thoroughly enjoyed this game. The puzzles were challenging but not
impossible, the graphics and music were perfect. A+. I played this way back when it first came out on Windows for free. I like
what they did to it since then. Adding quests seemed a bit silly other than knowing now what could be made/almost made. Near
the end it started to get a bit rediculous but still fun.

My advice for anyone though would be to try the multiplayer as much as possible to teach yourself some combinations to get
you started.
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